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ABSTRACT
While diffuse optical tomography (DOT) has demonstrated its utility as a functional and metabolic imaging modality, it has generally been hindered by low spatial resolution and minimal contrast differentials. Our lab previously introduced a compositional prior-guided reconstruction algorithm that drastically improves object contrast and detection within optically-thick layers of diffusive tissue, enabling the discovery of locations of unknown tumor, if present, and characterizing its malignancy.
However, there exists a number of other physiologically-relevant features, such as shape and angularity, that lie outside the scope of this algorithm.
In this thesis, we will introduce a novel shape recovery strategy capable of detecting inclusions of complex orientation and configuration within turbid media. By exploiting the contrast enhancing properties of the compositional prior-guided reconstruction, this approach can quantitatively measure the anisotropy of objects with slabs of tissue over 4 cm thick. It interrogates designated points in space with a priori regions of interest (ROIs) spread across a range of angles and re-traces the underlying object through a weighted reconstruction.
While this algorithm was initially intended to probe the size and angularity of breast tumors, the results have demonstrated that it can be further extended towards imaging vasculature as well. By modifying the shape and size of the search ROIs, we are able to detect and delineate tubular structures on the scale of smaller blood vessels, with diameters of as low as 2 mm. Recovery of such fine structures using DOT is unprecedented within thick layers (> 4 cm) of diffuse tissue. The algorithm was validated with numerical phantoms simulating tissue-like media and represents a promising step forwards in high resolution imaging through optical modalities.
| Introduction
In recent years, the field of diagnostic imaging has continued to develop and solidify itself as a cornerstone of modern medicine. Drastically increasing emphasis is now being placed upon early disease detection and intervention. This is because prophylactic and early-stage therapies have been demonstrated to reduce injury sustained both from diseases themselves and potentially invasive or harmful techniques used to treat them, thereby minimizing the risk and rate of long-term comorbidities. New imaging modalities and methodologies are therefore critical towards capturing oftentimes minute physiological changes and require streamlining for high-throughput screening environments. The initial chapter of this thesis will introduce two specific fields where a clear and present need exists for improved screening modalities. Along the way, we will detail the outstanding obstacles currently hindering each respective field and conclude by proposing a potential strategy to overcome them.
| Limitations of the Current Breast Imaging Modalities
Cancer encompasses a broad range of pathological conditions arising from the uncontrolled growth and replication of genetically mutated cells. As defined by the National Institute of Health (NIH), cancerous cells no longer properly autoregulate and eventually form tumorous masses within tissue, with a few limited exceptions such as leukemia [1] . Malignant variations of this disease can then encroach upon nearby tissue, inhibiting proper tissue and organ functions, and metastasize to invade in other parts of the body. Unfortunately, cancers are capable of arising from virtually any form of cell line in the human body and, if left untreated, leads to a range of morbidities and death [2] .
Treatment strategies for cancer have historically met with limited success due to the similarities between a host's normal and diseased cells given their common source of origin. Many non-surgical therapies currently employed within clinics, such as chemotherapeutic agents and radiation, are therefore highly toxic to both cancer cells and normal cell populations, limiting the efficacy and administrable dose of these treatments [3] . With the Center for Disease Control (CDC) reporting that cancer is the second leading cause of death in the United States for the year of 2016, developing more effective strategies to tackle this disease is a priority [4] .
Fortunately, studies in recent years have demonstrated significantly better prognoses for lesions identified and treated in their early stages, well before they've spread throughout the body [5] . Indeed, the outcomes of ovarian cancer therapies exemplify this disparity, with 5-year relative survival rates of over 90% if diagnosed during stage I versus 17% at stage IV [6] . These stages are a more generalized representation of cancer progression, ranging from small, localized tumors in stage I to widespread lesions throughout the body in stage IV. The drastic impact of early tumor detection on relative survival rates have therefore driven the search for novel, highly sensitive, and robust diagnostic modalities. [7] .
Figures published the American Cancer Society in 2016 estimated that breast cancer is the single most common subtype of the disease, with over 250,000 new cases in women and 2,000 cases in men each year. It also represents another hallmark example for early cancer diagnosis, with relative survival rates of nearly 100% if treated during stage I versus 22% at stage IV [8] . Despite this demonstrated capability to treat breast cancer, it still contributes to over 40,000 deaths annually and is the second highest cancer-related cause of death in women. This disparity is due, in part, to the limitations of the current gold standard in breast cancer imaging -mammography.
In mammography, mammograms are acquired by projecting x-ray beams across a compressed breast and generate x-ray intensity-based images of the breast tissue structure. However, low contrast between the healthy and abnormal tissues result in a low positive predictive value (ppv). Of the approximately 10% of women called back for further evaluation, only 0.5% are found to have cancer, resulting in a false positive rate of 9.5% of all individuals scanned [9, 10] . The recalled patients are often followed by further imaging procedures and biopsies, which may further increase patients' discomfort and anxiety. Perhaps even more dangerously, estimates of false negative rates (chance to miss a cancer) range from 6 -46% of all exams [11] . Missed malignant tumors constitute a greater health risk, especially at such frequencies. These rates are notably higher in women with denser breasts that contain higher levels of fibroglandular tissue. Benign lesions represent yet another confounding factor for accurate diagnosis as they may manifest similarly to malignant tumors in x-ray scans. [12] .
A few other x-ray based modalities have since been explored. Digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) is one of the most prominent of these and features a limited angle scan of the breast followed by computerized reconstruction. By producing a 3-dimensional image, structural variations are more easily visualized, as seen in Figs. 1-2. DBT systems have been approved by the Federal Drug Administration (FDA) for use in humans and offers better diagnostic capabilities at the cost of slightly increased radiation dosage. However, it and other computational mammographic techniques are still constrained by similar limitations in structural-based contrast, raising the need for better screening strategies.
| Limited Ability to Identify Peripheral Vascular Disease
Vascular imaging is another field in which our current imaging and screening capacities are limited.
The system of arteries and veins that traverse the human body and provide essential oxygen and nutrient perfusion is an essential component of the human body. The ability to detect any disorders and genetic defects is similarly critical to prevent the broad range of potential morbidities and mortalities. Here, we will briefly touch upon two example pathologies arising from the peripheral vascular system and the necessity of screening for them.
Deep vein thrombosis (DVT) manifests most commonly as a blood clot within the deep-lying vessels of the legs, but can also appear in other regions of the body. These clots can break off and lead to possibly fatal conditions such as pulmonary emboli or a variety of other symptoms such as pain, swelling, or occluded veins [13] . While the exact number of DVT cases is difficult to estimate due to occurrences outside of clinical settings, the CDC estimated in 2015 that almost 900,000 cases may occur each year in the United States alone, with up to 100,000 potential deaths arising from DVTs or pulmonary embolisms [13] . Roughly half of patients that have undergo a DVT will also develop longterm complications. [14] .
Peripheral artery disease (PAD) occurs as atherosclerotic plaque accumulates along the walls of vasculature and also manifests more commonly in legs. Like in coronary artery disease (CAD), these deposits results in a narrowing of the vessels. Such luminal narrowing increases the risk of vessel occlusion and may lead to tissue or limb damage. The CDC has estimated that roughly 8.5 million individuals in the United States live with PAD as of 2016 and has demonstrated higher rates in certain demographics [15] .
Commonly employed diagnostic modalities for peripheral vascular-related pathologies can be illsuited for high-throughput screening. Ultrasounds are commonly used in identifying both DVTs and PADs, but require lengthy exams performed by skilled operators, both of which are limiting factors within clinical settings. Angiograms, both computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR) based, are also capable of identifying pathological vascular conditions as well [16, 17] . However, CTAs require ionizing radiation and contrast agents while MRAs are prohibitively expensive as a preliminary screening modality. Ideal imaging techniques would be quick, easy to perform, and preferably selfadministrable.
| Study Motivations and Thesis Roadmap
There exists a clear and present need for novel diagnostic modalities capable of efficiently and accurately overcoming these aforementioned deficiencies. Key additional considerations such as the ease of clinical translation and independence from operator skill are advantageous as well. Recent innovations in the field of diffuse optical imagining provides a platform for such improvement. Optical image acquisition satisfies these needs while near-infrared (NIR) is capable of probing soft tissue at depths of several centimeters and recovering metabolic information without ionizing radiation. It is therefore well-suited for detecting changes in relevant biomarkers safely and with high specificity.
Unfortunately, imaging with light in the NIR range has traditionally required non-trivial amounts of reconstruction to generate useful output images due to the inherent diffusivity of light within human tissue [18] . Additionally, output images are usually smooth due largely to the ill-posedness nature of the image reconstructions. In this thesis, we take initial steps towards higher resolution imaging using diffuse optical tomography (DOT). We will develop an algorithm capable of recovering fine features such as orientation and angularity of an inclusion embedded within optically-thick (4 -10 cm) samples of human like-tissue. Our approach can be applied towards evaluating tumor shape for more accurate differentiation between malignant and benign lesions. Additionally, the reconstruction algorithm proposed here can, for the first time, structurally image vasculature of roughly 2-3 mm in diameter at depths previously mentioned. This level of detail has never been attained, with previously established resolution limits of 5 mm of greater within thick samples of diffusive tissue.
We will begin with a brief background of the relevant challenges and topics in the field. The thesis will then move on to the implementation and test models before concluding with results and a discussion of the impact and future directions of this work.
| Background Information
This chapter will briefly introduce a few fundamental concepts critical to the body of this work. Our novel approach builds upon a previously introduced automatic tumor-search algorithm, which integrates x-ray based structural images with optical tomography. The chapter will outline the necessity for multi-modal techniques, the strategy to integrate structural and functional-based imaging, and our previously introduced tumor detection algorithm.
| Fundamentals of Diffuse Optical Tomography
In recent years, optics-based biomedical imaging has seen an increase in popularity largely attributable to its independence from ionizing radiation and relatively low operating cost in comparison with other functional imaging modalities such as functional magnetic resonance spectroscopy (fMRI) or positron emission tomography (PET). Light within the "optical window" portion of the electromagnetic spectrum is capable of penetrating deep within tissue without harmful effects to the human body.
Generally accepted boundaries for this range usually fall between 600 -1000 nm and consists of [20] . Copyright (2010) American Chemical Society.) [19] primarily red and near-infrared light. Within this regime, light propagating through living tissue experiences relatively low absorption as the primary optical absorbers, such as oxy-and deoxyhemoglobin, water, and lipids, form a combined spectral minimum [20] . One of the simplest and most widespread applications of this technology can be seen in pulse oximeters, which have become a critical component of modern healthcare. A pulse oximeter employs two wavelengths of red or near-infrared light to estimate the blood oxygenation level in the arterial blood, or SpO2 (peripherical oxygenation), through spectroscopic measurements [21] . Pulse oximeters operate on the premise of the BeerLambert Law, which models light attenuation along a given path according to distance traveled and the absorption coefficient, µa, which is in turn a linear combination of tissue chromophore concentrations:
In the above equation, the absorption at a given wavelength, λ, is given as a function of ε, the molar extinction coefficient (in M -1 cm -1 ), and c, concentration (in μM), for each absorber. The devices measure the concentration differences of oxy-and deoxy-hemoglobin for heartbeat pulses seen in arterial blood and converts the ratio to SpO2 via a lookup table.
While pulse oximeters operate over short distances such as the finger or toe, light propagating through longer paths in biological tissues must account for the more dominant light-matter interaction within the NIR range, scattering. In fact, human tissue is considered highly scattering as the event for scattering happen over 100x more frequent than absorption events. Within the optical window, scattering can be described by the reduced scattering coefficient, µ's, per the Mie approximation [21] :
where A represents the scattering amplitude and b the scattering power. Recovery of this pattern of travel along with the degree of attenuation can then provide enlightening information of underlying location of specific metabolic content and behavior. Several novel optical imaging modalities have sought to capitalize on this principal, with diffuse optical tomography (DOT) being one of them. DOT is capable of generating 3-dimensional volumetric images through reconstructing the concentrations of various chromophores that affect light propagation at all spatial location within an imaged structure. This is especially useful in applications such as breast imaging where physiological changes can also correlate with changes in optical parameters, allowing DOT to not only detect the presence of tumors, but also provide accurate information of their location [23, 24, 25, 26] .
The process of reconstructing a DOT image generally requires solving a non-linear highdimensional optimization problem, which can be quite challenging and computationally demanding [18, 27] . Diffuse optical tomography is by nature an inverse problem, where inputs, i.e. the illumination source, and outputs, i.e. the light profiles on the surface of the tissue, are known or measured, while the parameters of the tissue propagation models, i.e. tissue optical properties, are unknown and must be computed. Light propagation can be modeled through the radiative transport equation (RTE) and, within scattering-dominant media like human tissue, approximated by the time dependent diffusion equation (DE) as shown below:
Here, c represents the speed of light, κ is the diffusion coefficient as given by = 1 3 (µ +µ′ )
, q0(r,t) models an isotropic point source, and Φ(r,t) represents photon fluence at location r [28] . Because the unknown to be recovered, i.e. the optical properties, are nonlinearly related to the light measured on the tissue boundaries Φ(r,t), thus, iterative non-linear optimization methods, such as Gauss-Newton algorithm shown below are often utilized to recover the 3D profiles of the tissue parameters:
where J represents the Jacobian matrix of dimensions M measurements by N parameters, Δa is the adjustment to be made for the next iteration, y represents the measured results, and f(an) is the computed forward model for the current iteration [29] . A few additional considerations are also critical for this process. Many standard reconstructive approaches, our own included, parcellate the imaged structure into a finite-element mesh, with each node characterized by its own optical properties. Cases in which the number of parameters greatly outweighs the number of measurements, such as those frequently seen in diffuse optics, are considered greatly underdetermined and require regularization in order to converge to a unique solution. Conversely, cases in which measurements M greatly exceeds parameters N are considered overdetermined and lead to a loss of valuable optically acquired measurements during the reconstruction [30] . 
| Potential Clinical Applications for DOT Imaging
Optical tomography is a promising alternative strategy for capturing a number of pathophysiological phenomena due to its ability to probe for hemodynamic properties and changes. One particularly wellstudied application of this notion can be found in cancer imaging [23, 24] . Actively growing, malignant tumors are accompanied by angiogenesis as new blood vessels form to supply cells with oxygen and nutrients. This additional vasculature leads to region-specific increases in vessel density and, subsequently, elevated concentrations of chromophores like deoxy-and oxy-hemoglobin, both of which are major contributors to a tissue's optical properties [31] . Diffuse optical tomography specializes in recovering such variations and, most appealingly, accomplishes this task without the use of ionizing radiation. Abnormal increases in recovered physiological parameters such as total hemoglobin concentration (HbT) could therefore be used as a diagnostic metric for malignant lesions.
In addition, exploratory studies employing DOT have been conducted to monitor blood perfusion within peripheral organs. A study published by Khalil et al. identified differences in HbT distribution between healthy controls and patients with PAD [32] . Similar to the previous example of malignant tumors, blood vessels contain a measurable difference in optical contrast agents when compared to surrounding tissue. Theoretically, this difference should be even more pronounced as non-vascular tissues do not contain HbO and HbR. While the aforementioned publication chose to study temporal changes in HbT associated with cuff measurements, it validates this modality's capability to capture hemodynamic changes within human tissue. Diffuse optical tomography offers a number of advantages over traditional imaging approaches, with key considerations including safety, ability for functional tissue assessment, relatively low device cost, and ease of operation. However, DOT suffers from low spatial resolution. As mentioned earlier, the inverse reconstruction problem is ill-posed and generates smoothened images. This limitation was evident in the PAD study where vascular boundaries were indistinct. Thus, despite its potential, enabling DOT to obtain volumetric models of sufficient spatial details for clinical diagnosis represents an important hurdle for the field.
| Improving DOT Reconstruction Capabilities
One popular strategy for improving DOT image reconstruction has been to incorporate prior knowledge of underlying tissue distribution [30, 33] . Specifically, structural composition, and its corresponding optical properties, provided a more realistic starting point when solving the initial forward problem and were used as regularizing constraints for the reconstruction step. Anatomical information of this sort can be acquired through a number of traditional scanning modalities and, in recent years, multi-modal techniques have sought to integrate DOT reconstruction with more established, structural imaging such as x-ray or MRI. Early efforts integrated the two through a "hard-prior" method, which segmented structural images and applied uniform optical properties for all nodes within a single tissue type [34, 35] . Physiological tissue is rarely so clearly defined into sharp partitions and subsequent reconstructions constituted an overdetermined problem in which measurements greatly outnumbered parameters, canceling out much of the information from optical measurements.
This technique also depended heavily on the accuracy of segmentations. Later "soft-prior" approaches employed a regularization-based approach defined by a Laplacian operator for nodes of similar tissue types [35, 36, 37] . While it permitted more latitude from the tissue segmentation, the erroneous underlying piecewise segmentation model continued to be a limitation. Fang et al. later introduced a compositional prior to overcome this issue [30] . This strategy postulated that each point within the sample is a probabilistic combination of all possible tissue types and provided much more realistic representations of non-uniform tissue distribution and physiological boundaries.
Following the suggestions made in [Fang2010, Deng2015], incorporating compositional prior knowledge to the DOT reconstruction algorithm significantly improved image quality and refines feature detectability [30, 33] . Normal breasts consisted of two tissue components, adipose (Ca) and fibroglandular (Ca). The values Ca and Cf ranged from 0 -1 and represented the likelihood of a given point to be of its respective type, i.e. at any given location within the breast:
However, the inherent image smoothness is still evident and deters accurate localization of the focal point of maxima or minima. This is highly problematic in diagnostic medicine, which oftentimes is concerned with accurately assessing size, extent, or location of malignancy. Deng et al was able to further enhance tumor optical contrast by incorporating an additional tumor component, Ct, to the structural prior that represented the probability of tumor type being present.. Locations within this 3-composition prior model were represented as a sum of three tissue types:
Cf' and Ca' are the respective values from the 2-composition model and corrected in order to account for the presence of a third component. The tumor component, Ct, was only present in locations where a tumor was hypothesized to be and was generated with a Gaussian distribution as follows:
where r0 is the centroid of the tumor, σ represents the standard deviation of the Gaussian sphere, and r is any location within the sample. Reconstructions performed where the imposed tumor prior is concordant with the true tumor location produced a more well-defined contrast peak. However, while a powerful tool for evaluating known lesions, this approach relied upon knowledge of tumor location and thereby limits its standalone efficacy in disease diagnosis. Fig 2-4 . The three components to our probabilistic compositional priors. Baseline healthy tissues consist of (top left) adipose and (top right) fibroglandular tissue types. The 3-composition prior with an included a priori tumor includes the (bottom) tumor probability distribution. Intensity values indicate probability of a given tissue type at that location.
In order to overcome these shortcomings, our group previously introduced an automated tumor search algorithm [38] . Deng et al. demonstrated not only that tumor-prior components enhanced reconstruction contrast significantly when concordant with the true tumor location, but also showed that reconstructions guided by discordant 3-component priors, i.e. the a priori lesion does not overlap with the true tumor location, produced outputs similar to reconstructions guided with only 2-composition priors featuring normal tissue types. The algorithm's insensitivity towards falsely assumed lesions by falling back towards 2-composition guided reconstruction could therefore help determine whether a lesion was present at any point within the breast by comparing region of interest (ROI)-specific reconstructions with the baseline. To do so, we parsed entire breasts into a uniform grid and generated unique 3-composition priors with Gaussian distributed tumors centered within each of these cells. Guided reconstructions were then performed with all 3-composition priors as well as the baseline, 2-composition prior. Computing output contrast differentials between 3-and 2-composition guided reconstructions helped to better localize unknown lesions by enhancing tumor-generated contrast while simultaneously suppressing background intensity.
Fig 2-5.
Breasts parsed into a search grid. A unique 3-composition prior was generated using each grid as the location for an a priori tumor to raster-scan an entire breast for possible lesions.
Our tumor-search algorithm was highly proficient in independently localizing malignant tumors through the use of HbT differentials, especially when corroborated by other sources of contrast such as the reduced scattering coefficient, which has also been shown to be elevated in actively growing lesions. Metrics were computed in a variety of ways. For each search location, nodes falling within the Ct ROI were used in the differential calculation as shown. An example is shown below for Metric M1, which compares maximum HbT differential:
where HbTa,f,t(r) and HbTa,f(r) refer to hemoglobin concentrations computed from 3-and 2-prior recons respectively; i and j indicate the 2-dimensional coordinates of the grid within the breast. The grids then displayed with their respective maximum contrast differential values and significant contrast peaks were used to localize tumors.
This study was validated in a clinical population of human breast data collected at Massachusetts
General Hospital over a 10-year span from 2005 to 2013. Patients underwent sequential imaging using DBT followed by a prototype optical device. A total of 450 subjects were enrolled, with a final subset of 126 breasts containing optimal-quality optical included within the automated tumor-search study.
Radiologist interpretation of DBT imaging was provided as reference. Our algorithm successfully identified 67 out of 68 (98.5%) tumor-negative breasts and correctly screened for 27 of 29 (93.1%) malignant lesions without user intervention. However, it still struggled to classify benign tumors.
Studies have shown that certain subpopulations of benign lesions can be characterized by a round, smooth shape with well-defined boundaries as opposed to the spiculated nature of malignant ones. We were therefore intrigued by the possibility of recovering fine features to augment our algorithm. In addition, such information can help map the metabolic extent of irregular lesions as well, with a few recent studies having demonstrated that certain tumors extend beyond boundaries identified in traditional structural imaging. 
| Implementation
The tumor-search algorithm previously introduced by our group operated on the premise that providing prior knowledge regarding the presence of a contrast-altering inclusion guides the DOT reconstruction algorithm by highlighting its impact. Furthermore, its robustness to inaccurate priors reinforces this assumption that some irregularity from the background tissue must be present within this indicated site to affect changes. We therefore hypothesize that the spatial overlap between priors and inclusions is directly correlated to the recovered physiological marker's intensity -the larger the spatial overlap between the assumed prior and the true tumor shapes, the higher the recovered intensity. Image smoothness and poor edge definition represent some of the key limitations to DOT imaging, and we strongly believed that the aforementioned behavior could be exploited to better recover fine features and object anisotropy.
The focus of this chapter is to describe the detailed steps that enable us to evaluate shape and angularity of small and oriented objects embedded in optically-thick (~3 -8 cm) diffusive media. It will begin by detailing necessary pre-processing steps before moving on to image reconstruction. We will also touch upon the method to generate a finalized output image, as well as key factors affecting how we approached this step. Final considerations will include a description of the experimental setup and various models used to validate this strategy.
| Angular Prior Generation
Similar to the previously discussed protocols as detailed in Section 2.3, our approach required the use of compositional priors providing a probabilistic description of underlying tissue content. The target object was parcellated into a fine tetrahedral mesh and represented by a finite-element based model.
Nodes within this tessellated entity are described by two components -3-D coordinates mapping their location and tissue composition as defined within the prior. The automated tumor-search study that inspired our approach was originally geared towards breast tumor imaging, where the normal, healthy constituents are adipose and fibroglandular tissue. Therefore our baseline, 2-composition prior files described each node with a two-element vector containing Ca and Cf and summing to a total probability of 1. If desired, these priors can be adapted to other regions in the body provided structural composition in the form of anatomical scans and optical properties of constituent tissue groups are available. To incorporate the a priori tissue group, a third element was added to the compositional vector using the scheme described for potential tumors, Ct. The probabilities of adipose and fibroglandular content at nodes containing postulated inclusions were scaled down such that the final vector sum still equated to 1, as shown in Section 2.3.
In our previous approach, the presence of an a priori inclusion was represented by a sphere of
Gaussian distribution. This model placed greater emphasis upon the center and less consideration towards the periphery. We performed initial tests using this model, but realized it was ill-suited for assessing fine features along the outer edges. To better account for edge intensity, we re-adapted these ROIs as binary objects that place equal weight distribution along its entire length. Nodes falling within this a priori inclusion were given a Ct value of 1 within our 3-compositional prior, with background tissue Ca and Cf correspondingly downscaled to 0. On a similar note, spherical objects are also poor metrics for assessing anisotropy. We therefore re-configured the search ROIs as more elongated objects such as ellipsoids. Later iterations also employed pipe-like cylindrical structures.
To better assess the shape and irregularity of underlying inclusions with ROIs, we devised a novel evaluation algorithm. As mentioned before, our hypothesis asserted that the degree of overlap between inclusion and a priori ROI influences reconstruction strength. Therefore, ellipsoid ROIs sharing a common centroid but oriented in different directions should generate variable intensities if the underlying object is not perfectly round. Those assumed ROI priors that were overlaid entirely on a lesion or anomaly would theoretically generate the highest contrast differential form the background due to reduced regularizing constraint. Thus, our algorithm was structured to exploit this behavior, with each search location evaluated by ellipsoids oriented at angles from 0 to 2π in respect to the xaxis. Due to computational considerations, we chose to set ROI prior orientations at increments of π/6, though smaller and larger increments are permissible based upon the desired angular estimation accuracy. Furthermore, because ellipsoids are symmetrical across their centroid, simulations of ROIs oriented in the range of π to 11π/12 were simple reflections of and redundant with those from 0 to 5π/6. Therefore, reconstructions were carried out for only half of the total number of orientations needed to cover an entire circular spectrum. In summary, we generated six 3-composition priors for each search location with ellipsoid ROIs oriented at π/6 increments and range from 0 to 5π/6. Separate reconstructions were then performed with each as a guide.
A key consideration in designing these ellipsoid ROIs is their dimensions. While one axis was designated to be significantly longer to produce an anisotropic shape, the lengths of the other two minor axes were designed to be variable. Maximizing overlapped volume between ROI and inclusion was ideal for improved intensity enhancement during reconstruction. However, narrower constructs more accurately recover irregular structures due to greater specificity along a given orientation.
Therefore, the desired construct should be adjusted according to the specifications of target inclusion.
Specific examples of this will be mentioned later. Shape scanning a priori ellipsoid inclusions. For each angular orientation, we generated a unique 3-composition prior in which the ROI was featured in the 3 rd column of an anomalous tissue type.
| Image Reconstruction
The full extent of the reconstruction procedure has been detailed in a previous publication by Deng et al., with only key components of the process described here. In brief, we tessellated the target object into two separate meshes. The forward simulation of light propagation through tissue was performed using a very fine mesh to accurately encapsulate its distribution. However, recovered optical parameters could be deposited in a coarser mesh with dimensions that were still diagnostically useful. Both meshes were co-registered to the same structural image space. However, a few of our initial validation simulations, as well as those focused on imaging vasculature, utilized the same fine forward mesh for both applications. This was particularly critical in the case of imaging vessels as larger inter-nodal distances would be unable to model small structures with high fidelity. Compositional priors were generated based upon underlying tissue distributions and applied to the reconstruction algorithm. The
Gauss-Newton approach was employed to iteratively compute the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients as well as scattering amplitude and power at all nodes. Because the data is ill-posed, that is the quantity of nodes greatly outnumbers the number of source-detector interactions, Tikhonov regularization was employed to enable this calculation. We solved for the under-determined case, for which the updated equation for the k-th iteration is summarized below:
where J represents the Jacobian (or sensitivity) matrix at iteration k, θ is a block diagonal matrix consisting of four (L T L) regularization matrices along its diagonal, A is the forward operator, λ is the regularization parameter, Φ represents measured data, and µk-1 is the forward solution at the previous iteration.
Output images were generally generated from more biologically relevant markers. Using the optical properties for each node, we could calculate the concentrations of HbO and HbR using the formulas shown in chapter 2. These can then be used to calculate additional biomarkers such as total hemoglobin concentration or oxygen saturation, as shown in the equation below:
The iterative Gauss-Newton reconstruction stored recovered optical properties in 3-D, volumetric meshes; however, reconstructed images themselves were usually visualized as slices along the z-axis on planes where the inclusion is present.
| Assessing Shape Using Reconstructed Values
Once image reconstructions was completed, our next task was to extract the orientations along which the underlying object was most strongly aligned and generate a meaningful interpretation. Based upon previous experiences from the tumor-search algorithm, optical contrast was most strongly affected at nodes falling within the region of interest, if at all. Points outside of it, particularly those located distally from the ROI, experience very little change from the baseline reconstruction, making them trivial to our cause. In fact, incorporating them in calculating mean values could actually be detrimental as lower background intensities could suppress differential contrast signal.
Therefore, we considered only the optical properties of nodes lying within each ellipsoid for our calculation of optical intensity variation. For each orientation, we isolated those specific nodes and computed values for biological markers such as HbT, µ's, and oxygen saturation, SO2. The respective mean and maximum intensities were then used to assess the ROIs' overlap with a targeted object, with higher values corresponding with greater emphasis on a given alignment. This becomes important in the next step of constructing a recovered image of the inclusion. We further investigated the global maxima and minima of reconstructed parameters. Using this information, thresholds were established to identify where no underlying inclusion was present and filter them out from the final reconstruction.
Having acquired intensities along six different axes for all designated search locations, we could then determine the conformation of an underlying object. A few additional considerations regarding the specific target were important here. In this study, we investigated two clinical pathologies with vastly different manifestations despite sharing similar optical biomarkers. In cancers, lesions present as a conglomeration of cells that can expand outwards in all directions. Our interest therefore lay in evaluating the shape and roundness of these tumors. Contrastingly, vasculature exists as a network of tubular structures. The algorithm must determine the single orientation of greatest overlap and trace these vessels through the imaged area. Therefore, the method of reconstructing an inclusion is contingent upon type of target.
In the cancer assessment scenario, all six reconstructed orientations are utilized to assemble the output image. The contribution of each direction is scaled according to the relative intensity of its respective reconstruction. For example, the direction with the strongest alignment will have its ROI scaled to 1 and added to the output image. Meanwhile, background intensities represent 0 contribution.
The final output image is the summation of six scaled ellipsoid objects. For reconstructing vasculature, we were only concerned with the direction of strongest overlap. We extracted that specific ROI and added its contribution to an image incorporating these contributions from all scanned locations.
Fig. 3-2.
A simple flow-chart representation of our proposed workflow to extract fine features of inclusions within media.
| Experimental Setup and Validation
This body of work was validated using a variety of different numerical phantoms. We noted in previous studies employing compositional priors to guide reconstruction that very few regions were comprised of only one tissue type. Our "fuzzy" compositional segmentation account for this using a probabilistic model and was implemented as part of our experimental phantoms. Initial simulations were performed in homogenous slabs composed of a 4 to 1 ratio of adipose and fibroglandular tissue, respectively. Inclusions of varying complexity were then placed within this background.
We started with a simple, small anisotropic object placed centrally within a homogenous slab of dimensions 80 mm x 80 mm x 40 mm. This model served as a proof-of-concept experiment and was extremely useful in assessing the size limits of detectable objects. The next phantom was a much larger slab of dimensions 200 mm x 200 mm x 30 mm. Two orthogonal vessel-like cylindrical constructs of diameter 3 mm were embedded within it. We finally return to our original slab and inserted two similar tubular structures. However, these inclusions were placed at different depths of 15 and 25 mm from the top surface. While they were oriented in orthogonal positions, they remained within their respective z-planes and did not intersect ( Fig. 3-2) . Moving into more complex systems, we evaluated our algorithm's performance within a heterogenous medium. DigiBreast (shown in fig 3-4) is a numerical breast phantom generated from clinical x-ray and accurately models breast glandularity for 3-dminesional multi-physics simulations [33] . We once again started by first placing a simple ellipsoid object to validate this approach. More complex, irregular inclusions were then designed to test our algorithm's ability to evaluate tumor shape.
The source and detector configuration drew inspiration from our breast imaging study, which uses a transmission-type DOT system. Arrays of sources and detectors are placed on opposite sides a mammographically-compressed breast and must completely cover the area to be investigated. The majority of phantoms used in our simulations were rectangular in shape, allowing for a simple grid-like array to suffice. However, in the DigiBreast simulations, only sources and detectors that covered the phantom were incorporated in the reconstruction process. We employed 6-by-6 grids of sources of detectors for the smaller phantoms and 8-by-8 grids for the larger. Finally, our simulations were performed using continuous waves, although can also be extended to include frequency domain imaging as well.
Fig 3-4.
Digibreast is a realistic, 3-dimensional numerical breast phantom for multi-physics simulations. The above image shows probabilistic distribution of fibroglandular tissue [33] .
| Results
This portion of the thesis will focus upon results of the aforementioned simulations. Experiments will be reviewed in order of increasing complexity, with additional commentary on our protocol for constructing output images based upon recovered optical properties. We group these experiments into three major subgroups: i) simple objects within homogenous media, ii) complex configurations with multiple structures, and iii) inclusions within physiology-mimicking samples. Tomographic reconstructions were performed using an in-house pipeline, Redbird [39] , on multi-core Linux based platform. Ensuing analytical and computational tasks were carried out in Matlab.
| Validation in Simple Inclusions
Our first experimental setup served as a validation for this reconstruction methodology. Up until this point, the smoothness of DOT images has struggled with accurately relaying information on the irregularity of shape. Quick, preliminary simulations performed in more complex media such as Digibreast did not return promising results. In lowering the level of complexity, we sought to demonstrate that our original hypothesis correlating reconstruction intensity with degree of overlap between ROI and underlying object was indeed valid. It also provided the platform to explore the lower resolution limits of a recoverable object's size and eventually served as inspiration for studying vasculature.
Reducing this simulation to its most rudimentary components helped to reinforce a few basic considerations for successful image reconstruction. Even source and detector coverage over the targeted imaging area is essential for accurate angle assessment. Greater source-detector bias along certain directions generated a stronger preference for the respective ROI orientation and could drastically outweigh reconstructive differences due to ROI-inclusion overlap. Again, mesh structure played a considerable role as well, with fine inter-nodal distances and isotropic mesh patterns essential in accurately capturing reconstruction patterns. We first performed simulations using a regular, squaregrid mesh. These failed to accurately capture reconstruction differences along oblique orientations due to node sparsity along the primary axis of the ellipsoid. While this issue could likely be resolved by significantly increasing mesh density, such demands are unrealistic and prohibitive. Finally, we compared ROIs of binary and Gaussian distribution, as previously mentioned, and ascertained the need for evenly distributed probabilistic weight for edge analysis.
As evidenced by Fig. 4-1 Having validated our methodology, we next sought to characterize the limits of our approach by repeating this experiment with modified inclusions. The dimensions of embedded ellipsoids were adjusted such that the primary axis remained constant while the other two were reduced, creating a narrower, elongated structure. This behavior further corroborates our hypothesis that changes in ROI and inclusion overlap was capable of eliciting reconstruction differences, even at a small scale. For the final simulation we processed, the ROI was roughly 25 mm in length and 2.5 mm in diameter. However, it would not be implausible that even smaller objects may be used, a matter that will be mentioned in further detail within the discussion.
| Assessment of More Complex Vascular-Like Samples
Moving forwards, we next performed simulations using two models of greater complexity, featuring tube-shaped constructs that mimic vasculature. The first of these, which featured two, mutually bisecting, thin vessels, allowed us to investigate the dynamics of multiple underlying structures and the possibility of a single ROI interacting with both simultaneously. We realized retrospectively that only half of the construct was necessary as the inclusion is mirrored over the x = -y plane and subsequently performed simulations only on the bottom-left quadrant. Nevertheless, this experimental model demonstrated that our approach is capable of handling complex configurations of multiple overlapping structures. that is only half of the ROI can lay over the inclusion at maximum, still produced a strong directional preference. However, the recovered optical parameters for this set of simulations were lower when compared with global means and maxima. Finally, analyzing a point completely removed from the cross-shaped object produced near-baseline results.
The primary takeaway from this set of simulations is our methodology's capacity to handle networks of thin structures. While we will further explore these implications within the discussion, an important highlight is the reconstruction differences between ROIs intersecting with underlying objects versus overlapping them.
Fig 4-3.
Output images generated using (left) our proposed shape-sensitive DOT reconstruction for vascular-type structures versus (right) an unguided DOT reconstruction for the cross-shaped phantom seen in fig. 4 -2.
Having further validated our approach within a more complex model, we sought to explore a slightly different paradigm, as evidenced in figure 4-4 . Human vasculature will oftentimes run at different depths from each other. The next experimental phantom was generated with this behavior in mind while also mimicking a previous work by D'Andrea et al., which served as an inspiration for this work. Unlike in this previous study, however, our structures were situated in a much thicker slab of diffusive, background media. We found that a perfect reconstruction was attainable for the inclusion positioned closer to the source array, which was placed at the top of the slab. However, in recovering the object deeper within the tissue sample, a "shadow" of the first object appeared. Therefore, two structures of roughly comparable optical parameters are visible within the reconstructed image. The simulations performed on samples at lower depths also produced significantly lower overall intensities, despite the inclusions themselves being identical apart from location and orientation. 
| Simulations Within Heterogenous Media
As we hopefully transition towards imaging vasculature and tumor structure within humans, the ability to account for contributions from heterogenous background media is critical. Digibreast provided a platform with which our methodology could be evaluated. The human breast is composed of adipose and irregularly interspersed fibroglandular tissue, which contains notably different concentrations of light-altering media. It allowed us to therefore ensure that such differences could not outweigh the intensity-modifying effects of the ROI-inclusion overlap.
Preliminary simulations were performed using a simple inclusion situated in a background of primarily adipose tissue. Because the phantom features a much lower mesh density than the previously used slabs, certain regions of the embedded object lack coverage, as shown in figure 4-5. Nevertheless, sufficient amounts of it remained to produce a measurable change in reconstruction intensity based upon ROI orientation. Recovered optical properties were, as a whole, lower than those obtained from simulations in homogenous media. This could potentially be attributed to the lower node count within the region of interest, but did not drastically alter performance. Furthermore, given that Digibreast was derived from clinical patient data, these results were promising affirmations for our methodology in human-like tissue samples. We concluded with simulating an irregularly shaped tumor within Digibreast. As shown in fig. 4 -6, the lesion was designed to be anisotropic, with significantly stronger alignment towards a few directions. The same angular recovery algorithm was performed using ROIs centered at the same location as the imposed tumor. Recovered intensities indicated clear preference towards orientations of higher overlap. 
| Discussion
Over the body of this work, we have introduced a novel reconstruction methodology that will hopefully enable diffuse optical imaging to perform at unprecedented levels of accuracy and scale. The final section of this thesis will recapitulate our efforts as well as its potential impacts and implications. It will expound upon a few of the shortcomings for this algorithm while trying to provide solutions and possible avenues of exploration. Furthermore, we will deliberate on the its mechanistic successes and how we might further exploit some of them. Finally, this thesis will conclude with planned improvements for the immediate future.
| DOT Imaging of Unprecedentedly Small Inclusions Within Optically-Thick Media
Diffuse optical tomography has largely been considered incapable of accurately detecting objects of the lower-millimeter scale in samples of diffuse media more than a few centimeters thick. While accepted minimum resolutions differ by study, the general consensus for the spatial resolution of DOT in such samples falls around 5 mm. A previous study performed by D'Andrea et al. was able to recover small, cylindrical structures of diameter 2 mm [40] . However, these constructs were placed within a medium of thickness 15 mm, which allows light to propagate within a less diffusive regime. In addition, such depths are also not physiologically relevant.
Our group's previous tumor-search algorithm inspired a renewed exploration for this topic of research. The compositional prior approach incorporating an additional anomalous component was remarkably successful at enhancing optical contrast, even of small inclusions, when the location provided matched with that of an underlying inclusion. While it still encountered traditional resolution limitations, we sought to further explore these capabilities.
At its core, the DOT reconstruction problem is best described as an iterative best-fit problem as graphically shown in figure 2-2. Known parameters include the injected input and measured output light intensities. The priors, along with the corresponding optical properties of each tissue type, are used to simulate the baseline forward model and discrepancies between this model and empirical results are then utilized to correct the underlying tissue composition before this process is repeated. When we provided an incorrect prior, or one with lesser amounts of overlap with the underlying inclusion, this dissonance between the ground truth and a priori anomaly suppresses the assumed perturbation.
Therefore, a sufficient amount of error is necessary to elicit notable differences in reconstruction intensity. Indeed, this logic seems to corroborate our initial experiments using Gaussian-distributed search ROIs. A vast majority of the emphasis was placed at the common point of intersection between inclusion and prior. Subsequently, an inadequate amount of error was generated due to the lesser emphasis placed on peripheral region of the prior, which represents the primary source of differential in our experiment. Therefore, our algorithm was unable to perform sufficient adjustments during the reconstruction step to produce a noticeable contrast change.
This behavior raises an interesting implication in regard to the minimum dimensions of a detectable inclusion. What we have demonstrated over the course of this thesis is that the degree of dissonance between analytical and empirical models may be more impactful towards the reconstructed outcome than the specific size or dimensions of an inclusion. Therefore, this approach could theoretically assess vasculature on an even finer, possibly sub-millimeter scale provided two conditions: the mesh resolution is fine enough to capture such small structures and sufficient error is generated between fully concordant and non-matching priors. We satisfied the latter condition in our own procedure by slightly extending the primary axis of the ellipsoid while greatly reducing the other two.
Further study and characterization of this particular paradigm could perhaps elucidate the ideal or minimum dimensional ratios for detectable objects.
| Optimal Angular Resolution
In all of the simulations performed within this thesis, angular increments of π/6 were used to assess the configuration of embedded objects. This parameter represents a key consideration for any future studies utilizing this approach. We selected a value that allowed us to relatively accurately extrapolate intermediary angles without overtaxing computational needs, a limitation that will be mentioned in depth later. In situations where search ROIs are increasingly narrow, as previously discussed, greater angular search densities may be preferable in order to reconstruct images of the ground truth with higher fidelity. Given our interest in using diffuse optics to study vasculature, the ability to accurately recover small angular changes would be a chief concern. On the contrary, studies investigating tumor regularity may only be concerned with a few cardinal orientations and therefore employ on a few angles of search.
| Current Limitations and Prospective Solutions
Two major deficiencies of our methodology are immediately evident. The computational needs of our algorithm and the ability to more accurately image multiple structures at different depths are obstacles that need to be tackled with the near future. While the experimental results have already introduced some of these limitations, we will provide here a deeper examination as well as current plans to surmount them.
Our proposed reconstruction methodology is currently very computationally intensive. The simulations featured within this thesis were performed on a system with dual Xeon E5-2685 processors, totaling 24 physical cores, and 128 GB of RAM. Even with this dedicated computing device, processing times for single reconstructions of the 40 mm thick phantom ranged from 3-4 hours in length. While the 30 mm phantom is slightly thinner, it possessed an overall greater volume and required processing times in excess of 6 hours. We were able to process multiple reconstructions in parallel, memory allowing, but could not exceed 12 simulations (or fully scan two separate locations) at any given time. Drastic improvements must therefore be made towards this processing time in order for our algorithm to be clinically useful.
These heavy computational requirements can largely be attributed to our extremely high-density meshes, which are necessary to accurately represent a thin vascular construct. For the phantom of dimensions 80 mm x 80 mm x 40 mm, the mesh consisted of over 20,000 nodes. In comparison, human breasts from the automated tumor-search algorithm were tessellated into an approximately 7,000 node fine, forward mesh and 4,000 node coarse, recon mesh and could complete a full set of simulations within 15-30 minutes. Digibreast is constructed from roughly 12,000 nodes. However, as shown in our simulated results, the mesh density in Digibreast was unable to fully represent a small structure. Furthermore, we employed relatively high-density grids of sources and detectors. For the same phantom mentioned earlier, arrays of 6-by-6 optodes were placed on opposing sides, totally 36 sources and 36 detectors. We calculated the contribution of each source detector pairing, which leads to a total of 1,296 sets of data, each of which spanned the 20,000 node phantom. This process is then repeated ten times per our previous reconstruction protocols. With computational speeds posing a significant bottleneck for this protocol, exploring options to expedite the reconstruction algorithm is our top priority. One relatively ready-made strategy is the use of graphics processing units (GPUs). In recent years, GPUs have been widely implemented to speed up computationally heavy tasks due to the massive parallelizability of its many cores to perform simple tasks simultaneously. Graphics card developer Nvidia has published a cuBLAS library specifically geared towards rapidly solving basic linear algebra subroutines and can scale to multi-GPU configurations. However, while this method would allow us to more rapid troubleshoot and characterize our reconstruction protocol, it constitutes only a temporary solution as it would still require state-of-the-art dedicated processing devices.
Investigating more efficient data allocation and usage practices could produce better, overarching enhancements. The Jacobian matrix that consists of the light sensitivity profiles for every source and detector pairing and represents one of the greatest computational roadblocks is also highly redundant.
Recent studies such as those from Doulgerakis et al. have explored the use of sparse Jacobian matrices that threshold out values where sensitivity profiles dip below a certain point, a practice that drastically reduces the number of data points [42] . Alternatively, groups such as Li et al. have implemented compressed Jacobians for other tomographic reconstructions of 3D conductivity distributions [43] .
Such methods decompose the source-detector sensitivity pairings into individual source-like contributions at each physical source and detector location. While further accommodations are needed to adapt this strategy to optical tomographic reconstruction, a parallel comparison would reduce the 1,296 sets of data from our phantom example to only 72. Additional processing time would be required in solving the act of solving the Gauss-Newton equations, but the costs and benefits would have to be weighed against each other. Further minor considerations include using coarser recon meshes as well as less populated source and detector arrays.
The second major setback to our methodology is disparity in recovering objects embedded at differing depths. As evidenced in figure 4 -4, the reconstructed HbT concentrations of the vessel situated further away from the source array was significantly lower than that of the one located closer.
In fact, the reconstruction intensities are comparable to the shadow of the other object. This phenomenon, while reported by other researchers using the same reconstruction pipeline as well, seems paradoxical. In calculating the light sensitivity profiles, the source and detectors are both considered equivalent, source-like contributors, as seen in fig 5-1 . Therefore, inclusions consisting of similar properties and at equal distances from either the source or detector side should reconstruct with comparable values. If these shadows are indeed present, they should manifest for both objects rather than only one. Solving for this inconsistency may require a deeper investigation of the tomographic reconstruction pipeline. Alternatively, we can either validate or disprove these results using another pipeline, such as NIRFAST, or another analytical model e.g. a stochastic solver like Monte Carlo [44] .
| Automating Recovery of the Ground Truth
Our envisioned endpoint for this shape recovery protocol is a fully automated search algorithm that can parse through a 3-dimensional object and reconstruct fine features within it. We have demonstrated already a subsample of this target within our phantom reconstructions. However, computational limitations have restricted a comprehensive analysis. In order to realize this vision, an additional concern regarding search resolution must be addressed. The density of search locations is directly correlated with overall processing time. However, for small, thin objects like vasculature, a fine 3-dimensional search grid may be necessary. Standalone, brute-force search tactics may prove impractical, thereby necessitating a comprehensive literature review of search algorithms suited for this task. Some preliminary ideas feature broader searches to first identify an initial seed point from which branching analyses may be performed.
Tumor-based imaging poses less of an obstacle in this regard. Localizing an anomalous mass is already feasible through other search algorithms and our shape recovery protocol may be carried out at a pre-designated starting point. Additional reconstructions may be performed at adjacent locations to help assess lesion size.
| Future Directions and Applications
Because our methodology enables DOT to image vessel-like structures and recover fine features at unprecedented scales and depths, we are keen to transition into additional realistic, human-like models with specific pathological paradigms. One particularly interesting field of study would focus upon imaging the full extent of human extremities and assessing blood flow rates and patterns. This would require overcoming the current computational requirements, but would allow non-skilled operators to quickly image deep-lying veins and arteries for diseases like the previously mentioned deep vein thromboses and peripheral artery disease.
Preliminary evaluations of such disease models would need to be compared against clinically obtained angiographic data. Furthermore, prior knowledge of extremity tissue composition as provided by x-ray would be highly desirable. Our tumor search algorithm additionally demonstrated that inclusions can in fact be recovered without knowledge of background tissue; however, reconstructed intensities are oftentimes less perceptible and may require additional calibration. If successful tomographic reconstruction can be attained without prior knowledge of tissue composition, this modality of DOT imaging could be widely implemented outside of a clinical setting to screen for various vasculopathies. Further incorporating additional optics-based modalities such as diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS) would provide invaluable information on the rate of blood flow, another key diagnostic metric on PAD [45] .
In regards to the tumor-imaging applications of our methodology, this protocol further advances the capabilities of DOT as a standalone diagnostic tool. Previous studies have allowed for the autonomous localization of unknown lesions within a breast, potentially even without the use of ionizing radiation. We have now provided a platform to further evaluate the benignity of a known lesion by evaluating shape-related features. Furthermore, we can also recover information about irregular tumors as well.
Over the course of the tumor localization study, our group acquired 126 sets of patient breast data with a subgroup of various malignant and benign tumors. These are accompanied by x-ray imaging and radiologist interpretations as well. The logical progression is then to apply this shape analysis algorithm towards real-world data and validate its performance within a less controlled environment.
| Concluding Remarks
We have introduced in this thesis a novel optical imaging strategy for tomographically recovering fine features on the millimeter scale from within thick, physiologically-comparable samples of diffusive media. While still in its nascent stages, this innovation demonstrates great potential towards new and improved screening strategies for a number of different pathologies.
